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NVIDIA kicked off their line of GPU-accelerated single board computers back in 2014 with the Jetson TK1,
a $200 USD development system for those looking to get involved with the burgeoning world ...

The papers contained in this volume were presented at the 11th Conference on String Processing and
Information Retrieval (SPIRE), held Oct. 5-8, 2004 at the Department of Information Engineering of the
University of Padova, Italy. They wereselected from 123 paperssubmitted in responseto the call for papers. In
addition, there were invited lectures by C.J. van Rijsbergen (University of Glasgow, UK) and Setsuo Arikawa
(Kyushu University, Japan). In view of the large number of good-quality submissions, some were accepted
this year also as short abstracts. These also appear in the proceedings. Papers solicited for SPIRE 2004 were
meant to constitute original contri- tions to areas such as string pattern searching, matching and discovery;
data compression; text and data mining; machine learning; tasks, methods, al- rithms, media, and evaluation
in information retrieval; digital libraries; and - plications to and interactions with domains such as genome
analysis,speech and naturallanguageprocessing,Web links and communities, and multilingual data. SPIRE
has its origins in the South American Workshop on String Proce- ing which was ?rst held in 1993. Starting in
1998, the focus of the symposium was broadened to include the area of information retrieval due to the
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common emphasisoninformationprocessing.The?rst10meetingswereheldinBeloH- izonte (Brazil, 1993),
Valparaiso (Chile, 1995), Recife (Brazil, 1996), Valparaiso (Chile, 1997), Santa Cruz (Bolivia, 1998), Cancun
(Mexico, 1999), A Coruna (Spain, 2000), Laguna San Rafael (Chile, 2001), Lisbon (Portugal, 2002), and
Manaus (Brazil, 2003).
Today the cemented joint prosthesis operation is one of the most frequent procedures in orthopaedic
surgery. During the past 30 years the individual steps of such an operation have been carefully validated and
thus allow for a reproducible and standardized operation, including a reliable prognosis for the maintenance
of the joint. This manual is a practical guide to a complication preventing cementing technique, cement
fixation, maintenance of the bone and diamond technique. Clear drawings and diagrams guide the reader
through the pre-operative, peri-operative and post-operative steps. The manual covers all possible
complications and gives clear instructions, so as to prevent complications but also to cope with them if they
occur. Finally, it covers all forensic criteria to be considered.
Welcome to Santiago de Compostela! We are pleased to host the 27th Annual
EuropeanConferenceonInformationRetrievalResearch(ECIR2005)onits?rst visit to Spain. These proceedings
contain the refereed full papers and poster abstracts p- sented at ECIR 2005. This conference was initially
established by the Infor- tion Retrieval Specialist Group of the British Computer Society (BCS-IRSG) under
the name “Annual Colloquium on Information Retrieval Research. ” The colloquium was held in the
United Kingdom each year until 1998, when the event was organized in Grenoble, France. Since then the
conference venue has alternated between the United Kingdom and Continental Europe, re?ecting the
growing European orientation of ECIR. For the same reason, in 2001 the event was renamed “European
Conference on Information Retrieval Research. ” In - cent years, ECIR has continued to grow and has
become the major European forum for the discussion of research in the ?eld of information retrieval. ECIR
2005 was held at the Technical School of Engineering of the University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain. In
terms of submissions, ECIR 2005 was a record-breaking success, since 124 full papers were submitted in
response to the call for papers. This was a sharp increase from the 101 submissions received for ECIR 2003,
which was the most successful ECIR in terms of submissions. ECIR 2005 established also a call for posters,
and 41 posters where submitted. Paper and poster submissions were received from across Europe and further
a?eld, including North America, South America, Asia and Australia, which is a clear
indicationofthegrowingpopularityandreputationoftheconference.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Symposium on String Processing
and Information Retrieval, SPIRE 2012, held in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, in October 2012. The 26 full
papers, 13 short papers, and 3 keynote speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from 81 submissions.
The following topics are covered: fundamentals algorithms in string processing and information retrieval; SP
and IR techniques as applied to areas such as computational biology, DNA sequencing, and Web mining.
This book includes examinations of the role of full-scale buildings in the development of structural design
methods and recommendations on improved construction practice and safety of building occupants in the
event of fire and explosion.
The Yocto Project produces tools and processes that enable the creation of Linux distributions for embedded
software, independent of the architecture. BeagleBone Black is a platform that allows users to perform
installation and customizations to their liking, quickly and easily. Starting with a basic introduction to Yocto
Project's build system, this book will take you through the setup and deployment steps for Yocto Project.
You will develop an understanding of BitBake, learn how to create a basic recipe, and explore the different
types of Yocto Project recipe elements. Moving on, you will be able to customize existing recipes in layers
and create a home surveillance solution using your webcam, as well as creating other advanced projects using
BeagleBone Black and Yocto Project. By the end of the book, you will have all the necessary skills, exposure,
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and experience to complete projects based on Yocto Project and BeagleBone Black.

This book discusses how to develop embedded products using DaVinci & OMAP Technology from Texas
Instruments Incorporated. It presents a single software platform for diverse hardware platforms. DaVinci &
OMAP Technology refers to the family of processors, development tools, software products, and support.
While DaVinci Technology is driven by the needs of consumer video products such as IP network cameras,
networked projectors, digital signage and portable media players, OMAP Technology is driven by the needs
of wireless products such as smart phones. Texas Instruments offers a wide variety of processing devices to
meet our users' price and performance needs. These vary from single digital signal processing devices to
complex, system-on-chip (SoC) devices with multiple processors and peripherals. As a software developer
you question: Do I need to become an expert in signal processing and learn the details of these complex
devices before I can use them in my application? As a senior executive you wonder: How can I reduce my
engineering development cost? How can I move from one processor to another from Texas Instruments
without incurring a significant development cost? This book addresses these questions with sample code and
gives an insight into the software architecture and associated component software products that make up this
software platform. As an example, we show how we develop an IP network camera. Using this software
platform, you can choose to focus on the application and quickly create a product without having to learn
the details of the underlying hardware or signal processing algorithms. Alternatively, you can choose to
differentiate at both the application as well as the signal processing layer by developing and adding your
algorithms using the xDAIS for Digital Media, xDM, guidelines for component software. Finally, you may
use one code base across different hardware platforms. Table of Contents: Software Platform / More about
xDM, VISA, & CE / Building a Product Based on DaVinci Technology / Reducing Development Cost /
eXpressDSP Digital Media (xDM) / Sample Application Using xDM / Embedded Peripheral Software
Interface (EPSI) / Sample Application Using EPSI / Sample Application Using EPSI and xDM / IP Network
Camera on DM355 Using TI Software / Adding your secret sauce to the Signal Processing Layer (SPL) /
Further Reading
This book constitutes the strictly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on
Languages, Compilers, and Run-Time Systems for Scalable Computing, LCR '98, held in Pittsburgh, PA,
USA in May 1998. The 23 revised full papers presented were carefully selected from a total of 47 submissions;
also included are nine refereed short papers. All current issues of developing software systems for parallel and
distributed computers are covered, in particular irregular applications, automatic parallelization, run-time
parallelization, load balancing, message-passing systems, parallelizing compilers, shared memory systems,
client server applications, etc.
Building the E-Service Society is a state-of-the-art book which deals with innovative trends in
communication systems, information processing, and security and trust in electronic commerce, electronic
business, and electronic government. It comprises the proceedings of I3E2004, the Fourth International
Conference on E-Commerce, E-Business, and E-Government, which was held in August 2004 as a colocated conference of the 18th IFIP World Computer Congress in Toulouse, France, and sponsored by the
International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP). The book contains recent results and
developments in the following areas: E-Government: E-Government Models and Processes, E-Governance,
Service Provisioning. E-Business: Infrastructures and Marketplaces, M-Commerce, Purchase and Payment.
E-Commerce: Value Chain Management, E-Business Architectures and Processes, E-Business Models.
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